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ANTIPROTON PRODUCTION 0 • O J 

J.V. Allaby 
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland 

Abstract:lîhe basic definitions used i n t h e physics literature on particle 
production are reviewed. The data on p production are interpreted in 
order to provide an estimate of the yield of p's from a typical target at 
the antiproton accumulator, including the effects of re-absorption in the 
target. I 

1. Introduction 

This presentation will not pre-suppose a detailed knowledge of particle physics, but will 
take a pragmatic approach on how to interpret published data on particle production and use 
them to predict the yield of antiprotons obtainable from the interaction of protons from the 
CERN proton synchrotron (CPS). 

Any strongly interacting particle (or hadron) will lose energy when it interacts in 
material. When the hadron energy is sufficiently high, the dominant energy-loss mechanism 
is particle production. Since protons are the most readily available hadrons, we will only 
discuss particle production by protons interacting in various nuclei. 

2. Basic Definitions 

2.1 Probability of Interaction 

The probability that a proton interacts in a given target is defined in terms of a 
cross-section o"tot. The definition of can be easily understood by referring to Figure 1 
where: 

• n = number of atoms cm"2 in target. 
• Nj n = number of incident protons. 
• N *= number of outgoing protons which have not interacted. 

Figure 1: Quantities used in definition of a. 
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Definition 1: ^ 

Nout = Nin e x p I- n atot ) 

or o t Q t = ( l / n ) l n ( N i n / N o u t ) 

The unit of total cross-sections is the barn. 

Definition 2: Units of Total Cross-Sections 

1 barn = 10" 2 ,cm 2 

or 1 mbarn = 10" 2 7cm 2. 

We must now distinguish between two kinds of interaction. 

i. Elastic Scattering — no particle production involved. 

ii. Inelastic Scattering — involving particle production. 

If we consider only inelastic scattering, then we define the absorption cross-section 
CTabs-

Definition 3 : ° " a D S 

o a b s = (l/n)ln(N,n/N-out) 

where N' o ut is the number of outgoing protons which have not interacted inelastically (i.e. 
elastically scattered protons are included in N' o utP' 

2.2 Absorption Length (X a b s) 

Suppose we have a target of material with atomic number A, density p gm cm" 3, and 
length L cm. Then we can define the absorption length as follows: 

Definition 4: X aj J S 

Nout = Nin exP(- L Aabs> 
Xabs = A / N a a b S P c m 

since n (= number of atoms cm" 2) = NpL/A, where N is Avogadro's number and A is the 
atomic weight in gms. 
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Figure 3: o . on Nuclei for 20 GeV/c p, T T " and K*. 

3. Behaviour of the Absorption Cross-Section with A 

What do we expect for the behaviour of o a f c ) S with nuclei of different atomic number A? 

• > 
î r t c » * a e * t p r o r o t v 

ToKJfrt UUSÂ4M3 

Figure 2: Simplified picture of a proton-nucleus collision. 

If there are A nucléons in the nucleus, then the volume of the nucleus is -A. Thus the 
area of the nucleus "seen" by the Incident proton is -A2^3. Thus for strongly interacting 
particles we might expect that o a b s -A2''3 because if the proton "hits" the nucleus its 
probability of interaction is close to unity. Experimentally we see from Figure 3, taken 
from measurements at Serpukhov by Allaby et al. [1], that this is indeed a good 
approximation, particularly for the absorption of antiprotons. 
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4. Differentia! Cross-Sections for Inclusive Particle Production 

4.1 Laboratory Cross-Sections 

Until the advent of colliding-beam machines, the "laboratory frame" was that in which 
the target of the collision was at rest. This is still true for "fixed-target" facilities, and 
since these are normally used to provide beams of particles we need to understand the 
variables in this frame of reference. Consider the collision process described by: 

p + A => p + X 
where p is the incident proton, A is the target nucleus, p is the produced antiproton, and 
X is "anything". To measure the p production, we must consider two variables: 

• the momentum of the produced p : p (GeV/c) 

• its production angle : ô (radians) 

We can define the double differential cross-section in the laboratory frame as: 

Definition 5: Laboratory Double Differential Cross-Section 

d2a(p(15)/dQdp in cm 2. (GeV/cJ-^ster"1 

is the probability to produce a particle of momentum p at the 
angle into the solid angle dQ and the momentum band dp. 

A related cross-section is the laboratory double differential yield: 

Definition 6: Laboratory Double Differential Yield 

d2N(p,i3)/dQdp in particles. (GeV/c)-1.ster"1 

per interacting proton 
where 

d2N(p,tf)/dOdp = (d2a(p,i3)/dOdp)/aabs 

Measurements of the double differential cross-section require a spectrometer to measure 
the angle d and the momentum p of the produced antiprotons, as well as some form of 
particle identification, The most common means of particle identifir?tion is the use of 
Cherenkov counters. The spectrometer shown in Figure 4 contains three threshold 
Cherenkov counters (Cj.j) and one differential counter (DISC). Since the Cherenkov 
radiation depends on the velocity of the particles which have been already selected in 
momentum, it is possible to identify the various particles in the spectrometer by varying the 
pressure of gas in the Cherenkov counters. 
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Figure 5: Particle Production by pp Interactions at 19.2 GeV/c 
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Much more data exists on particle production in pp interactions than for interactions 
with nuclei. This is because particle physicists have been very interested in the 
phenomenon of particle production, but have preferred the cleaner situation of interactions 
with a target proton, which is much easier to understand theoretically. Furthermore, the 
data at very high energies have come from the ISR which is (principally!) a pp collider. 

As an example of the typical spectra produced in pp collisions, the double differential 
cross-section for particle production from pp interactions at 19.2 GeV/c, obtained in an 
experiment at the CPS by Allaby et al. [2] is shown in Figure 5. Notice that the p are 
less than 1% of the total negative particle production. 

i 

The data shown in Figure 5 are for production at small angle (12.5 mrad). What is the 
typical angular dependence of particle production? Data from the same experiment showing 
the differential cross-section for ¡5 production at different angles are shown in Figure 6. 
This experiment covers the range of angles from 12.5 mrad to 70.0 mrad. 

P [GeWc] 

Figure 6: Angular Dependence of p Production at 19.2 GeV/c 
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4.2 Invariant Cross-Sections 

Although for the purposes of target design and optimization, only the laboratory 
cross-sections are required, quite often the data in the literature are expressed in invariant 
form. 

Th-î Lorentz invariant form of the differential cross-section may be written as: 
EtdVdp 3) = f(pT*,pL*,s) 

where, 
p T - transverse momentum of produced particle (cms) 

St 
p^ = longitudinal momentum of produced particle (cms) 
s = (cm. energy)3 

Vf 
This fom is used because in the scaling hypothesis when s =» co, f => f(p-j- tx) where the 
variable x (Fc-ynirtann x) is defined as: 

x = 2p L /Vs 
Thus in the scaling limit, the invariant cross-section depends only on Pj and x. 

Howsver, the relation between these different expressions for the cross-section is not 
complicated: 

Definition 7: Invariant Differential Cross-Section 

Etd'a/dp3) = (E/p*)(dJa/dndp) 

invariant laboratory 
form cross-section 

Finally, in the most useful publication for our purposes, by Eichten et al. [3], a different 
quantity is used which is the invariant production density W(p,ö). 

Definition 8: Invariant Production Density 

W(p,i5) = (2E/p2)(daN/dOdp) Note the Factor of 2 !!! 

5. Use of pp Data - Kinematic Reflection 

pp data are more extensive than p-Nucleus data. These can help us extrapolate the 
meagre p-Nucleus data to the region in which we are interested. An important feature of the 
pp interaction is its symmetry. Incident and target particles are identical! 
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Before After 
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Figure 7: pp Interactions in lab. and centre-of-mass Systems. 

In cases 2. and 4. (see Figure 7) the p's are produced at small angles with respect to 
the collision axis. In case 2., the ¡5 is produced "forward" in the cms system, whereas in 
case A., the p" is produced "backward" in the cms system. However, the terms "forward" 
and "backward" can only be defined with respect to the laboratory frame, since the system 

^ 

is symmetric in the cms. Hence the cross sections for producing a p at a given cms angle 9 
and a given cms momentum p must be independent of whether it went "forward" (as 
sketched in 2.) or "backward" (as sketched in 4.). 

As can be seen from the cases 1. and 3., the corresponding picture in the laboratory 
system is quite different. In case 1. we see a p" produced forward at high laboratory 
momentum. In case 3. we see a p also produced forward, but with a low laboratory 
momentum. 

It happens that experimentally it is difficult to measure p production at low secondary 
momentum. But we can use the property explained above (known as kinematic reflection) to 
interpret the data on p" production at higher secondary momenta for the symmetric case of 
pp interactions in order to deduce the laboratory cross sections for the unmeasured low 
momentum region. 

The "cross-over" point is clearly when the p is produced with zero momentum in the cms 
system. Then the laboratory momentum of the p is that of a p" with the same velocity as the 
cms in the lab. system. The velocity of the cms in the lab. system (or rather the Lorentz 
v factor) is given by: 

where E is the lab. energy of the incoming proton and s 
is the square of the cms energy of the pp collision. 

Thus for pp collisions produced by the CPS at 26 GeV, y = 3.72. Hence a p produced 
at rest in the cms of such a collision will have a v in the lab. system of 3.72. Since v = 
E/m, such a p" will have a lab. energy of about 3.5 GeV, and this is the value at which the 
laboratory cross-section should be a maximum, and about which the spectrum in the cms 
system must be symmetric for p production in pp collisions. 

v = E/Vs 
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Thus we can use the data on p production at higher momentum in pp collisions 
(corresponding to forward product'on in the cms) to deduce the p production at lower 
momentum (corresponding to backward production in the cms). 

The fact that in nuclei the nucléons are not free, but are bound and possess internal 
momentum (Fermi momentum), should not invalidate the use of the same procedure, since 
these effects should only smooth out any rapid variations in the spectrum which is already 
quite smooth. 

Thus we will use the data of Allaby et al. [2] and Amaldi et al. [4] to help us 
extrapolate the data of Eichten et al. [3] to the kinematic region we need. 

6. Data Available on p Production at PS Energies 

6.1 Data Sources 

The most extensive (and most accurate) data on p production from nuclei at the momenta 
of interest are those of Eichten et al. [3]. They have published data on particle production 
from Be, Al, Cu, and Pb over the momentum range 4-18 GeV/c for interactions of. 24 GeV 
protons. The angular range covered is 17 mr to 127 mr. The data were taken using the 
spectrometer of Amaldi et al. [4], who had previously made extensive measurements of 
production, but only for p-p interactions. 

6.2 Angular Dependence of Production 

We are interested in p production at or near 0°. At 4 GeV/c momentum, the production 
at 17 mr is only slightly less than at 0°. This can be seen by extrapolating the measured 
data at different angles to the forward direction using an appropriate variable. The most 
useful variable to use is not the angle itself but the transverse energy. 

The transverse energy (Ej = V(m2+pssin2i3)) is closely related to the transverse 
momentum (p-j- = psintf), and is the variable in which the invariant production density 
(W(p,fl)) shows a linear behaviour at fixed p, as shown in Figure 8, where the data of 
Eichten et al. for 4 GeV/c have been plotted in this form. 

EICHTEN ETAL p PRODUCTION AT àGeVIc FROM UGeV/c pN COLLISIONS 

0° m Be 
o Cu s 

è 
wa,6) 

.K .U 1.00 1.02 I.Ot lût lot 
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The straight line of Figure 8 has the form of an exponential since W(4,ö) is plotted on a 
logarithmic scale. Thus we may describe the angular dependence by the following equation. 

W(4,tf) = W(4,ö=0)Bexp(-CET) 

where, from the fit, C = 7 GeV" 1 and B = exp(7m p). 

We see that at 4 GeV/c, the production at 17 mr is only 2% less than that at 0°. This is 
sufficiently small that we shall neglect the difference and treat the 17 mr data as though it 
were Indeed data at 0°, applying a 2% correction only to the final numbers. 

6.3 Momentum Dependence of Production 

The data from Eichten et al. for production at 17 mr from three different nuclei are 
shown in Figure 9. Also shown are the data from Amaldi et al. in the form of a broken line 
where the shape of the line below 3.5 GeV/c has been obtained by kinematic reflection, as 
described previously. The solid line of Figure 9 is just the same shape as the broken line 
but adjusted to pass through the data points for p production from Cu. 

We see that despite the scarcity of data on p production from nuclei, the results seem to 
be well fit by the shape of the spectrum obtained from pp production, and we can use this 
shape to extrapolate to the desired momentum. Furthermore we see that the invariant yield 
from the larger nuclei is less than that from the lighter nuclei, which is understandable 
since the p's suffer re-absorption in escaping from the nucleus, an effect clearly more 
important the larger the size of the nucleus. Earlier, and less precise data on p production 
from nuclei at similar momenta, from the publications of Jordan [5] and Dekkers et al. [6], 
are shown in Figure 10, together with the same broken line from the pp data. 

The data is consistent with that of the previous figure except for the point at 4 GeV/c 
from Pb, which is even higher than the data point for pp production. This is hard to 
understand. The effect of Fermi momentum can be invoked to raise the production from 
heavier nuclei above that from protons, and this has been clearly seen very close to 
threshold. However, any Fermi momentum effects present should enhance the p production 
at higher momentum even more than at 4 GeV/c, which is not seen in the data. Thus I am 
forced to conclude that this 4 GeV/c data point is suspicious, and the value of the yield it 
indicates is probably a factor 2 too high. It is interesting to note that this single data 
point was the source of rather optimistic early predictions of the yield into the AA! 
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Figure 9: Momentum Dependence of Forward p Production. 
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Figure 10: Earlier Data on Forward p Production. 
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We can use the definition of the invariant production density (Definition 8.) to evaluate 
the laboratory differential yield for p production from the data shown in Figure 9. 

d2N/dfidp = (pa/2E1W(p,i3) particles/sterad.GeV/c.int.proton 

Thus we obtain the yield per cm of target material as: 

dN/dx = lp(x)aabs(Np/A)AQ(Ap/p)p(d2N/dndp) 

where: 

lpCx) 
3abs 
N 
P 
A 
An 
< W P 

= proton intensity at depth x cm in target 
= absorption cross-section for protons in target 
= Avogadro's number (6.02.1023) 
= density of target in gm cm"3 

= Atomic weight of target in gms 
= solid angle acceptance 
= momentum acceptance 

IpCx) 

Now we can express the proton intensity at a depth x cm in the target as: 

= l0exp(-x/Xabs) 

Using this and Definition 4. we can write: 

dN/dx = l 0exp(-x/X a b s)(AQ/X a b sHAp/p)W(p /i})p 3/2E 

7.2 Self Absorption in the Target 

For a target of finite length T cms, we must take into account the absorption of the p's 
in emerging from the target. To do this we can evaluate the production from each cm of 
target and apply an attenuation factor exp{(x-T)/X'abs> where X' a b s is the absorption length 
for p's In the target material at the appropriate momentum, which for the AA is 3.5 GeV/c. 

From the data shown in Figure 9., we can see that there is no dramatic change In 
W(p,iJ) with the different materials studied. Cu yields about 10% less than Be and Pb about 
25% less than Be, and this for the reason of self-absorption already mentioned. 

However, for reasons of efficient capture and focussing there is a high premium on 
having a short target, so let us consider Cu as a target material, which is a reasonable 
compromise, although for some focussing schemes one might prefer an even denser target 
material such as Tungsten. 

7. Evaluation of the Yield of p's from a Target 

7.1 Yield from a Thin Target 
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For copper, the appropriate absorption lengths are: 

X a b s(p's at 26 GeV/c) = 14.82 cm 

X' h.(p's at 3.5 GeV/c) = 11.78 cm 

From the data of Figure 9., for Cu we see that W(3.5,i5=17mr) = 4.65.10-3. Correcting 
for the effect of the 17 mr production angle (2%) suggests we use W(3.5,fl=0) = 4.8.10"3. 

We can now evaluate the expression for the yield as a function of the target thickness. 
The result is shown in Figure 11 in the form of p's per sterad per % (Ap/p) per 10 1 3 

incident protons. 
We see from Figure 11 that the yield of p's peaks at T=13 cm of Cu at 9.3.10s, but even at 
T=11 cm, it is already 9.1.10s. Above 13 cm more p's are absorbed in the target by each 
additional cm of Cu than are produced. 

p e r 

lo 
10 15-

Figure 11: Yield of 3.5 GeV/c p from a Cu Target of Length T 
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8, Evaluation of the Yield into the Antiproton Accumulator (AA) 

8,1 Approximations for the Acceptance 

The whole question of focussing and capture of the produced p's will be dealt with by 
E.Jones in succeeding presentations. In order to evaluate a yield into the AA, I will make 
some simplifying assumptions, namely that A# = t 50 mr (flat) and that Ap/p = 1.5%. Hence 
the solid angle acceptance AO = n.(50)*.10~6 = 25n.10"* sterad. From the formula for the 
angular dependence of p production, we can correct this acceptance to allow for the reduced 
production at larger angles, so that AO f i^ = 24n.10""'' sterad. With this effective acceptance 
we can use the yield at 0°. 

8.2 Difference in Proton Energy 

The AA uses 26 GeV protons from the CPS. By comparing the data of Allaby et al. [2] 
at 19.2 GeV and Amaldi et al. [4] at 24 GeV for p production at 3.5 GeV/c from pp 
interactions, we can evaluate a correction factor of 1.22 to allow for the increase in yield of 
p at 26 GeV versus 24 GeV, which is where we have evaluated the yield from the data of 
Eichten et al. [3]. 

8.3 Final Value of the Yield into the AA 

We now have all the numbers needed to evaluate the yield into the AA (under the 
assumption of acceptance already stated). We have the yield from an 11 cm Cu target (per 
10 1 3 protons) corrected for absorption. We have the effective momentum acceptance, the 
solid angle acceptance, and the correction factor for the use of 26 GeV protons. The final 
yield in to the AA is obtained from the product of these figures. 

p Yield into AA = (9.1*108)*1 .5*(24TT*10-«)*1 .22 
= 1.25*107 per 10 1 3 protons on target 
= 1.25*10"6 per incident proton 

It is amusing to note that this number, which has used simplifying assumptions, is very 
close to the value currently obtained at the AA. 
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